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93% business
traveler
satisfaction

Up to 34%
savings on
lodging alone

A great traveler experience and cost control
in a single corporate travel platform? Yes.
Organizations have been forced to choose between employee experience and cost savings.
Optimizing for one—as best you could with legacy tools available—meant sacrificing the other.
TripActions is the modern TMC for the 21st century, empowering finance, operations, procurement
and travel program leaders to deliver the best experience in business travel while controlling costs.

Get a demo today at www.tripactions.com

TripActions is trusted by 3,000+ global enterprises, including:

WELCOME

Corporate Travel Leaders,

Dear Travel Industry Partners,

As a CFO, I‘ve always had my eye on travel as one of the largest
budget line items. The challenge had always been the forced choice
of legacy corporate travel platforms: We either optimized for employee
experience or controlling costs—typically succeeding at neither and
compounded with poor visibility and little opportunity for analytics.

Happy New Year! 2020 is going to be a year of evolution for Southwest®
Business as we begin to roll out changes making it easier to do business
with Southwest Airlines®. Investments in our People and tools will help us
better serve your travel needs in 2020 and beyond.

Legacy B2B online booking tools deliver clunky UIs and disjointed traveler
support with excessive fees requiring company-wide mandates to drive
adoption. And unmanaged programs leveraging consumer sites fail
to provide the visibility, reporting and analytics both finance and travel
leaders need. The good news is that we no longer have to sacrifice.
Travel managers and finance leaders can move to a model that’s
purpose-built for today, delivering unrivaled inventory choice, powerful
personalization and 24/7 global travel agents that delight travelers and
drive adoption. And as a result, gives us the spend visibility, control, data
and insights we need to optimize our travel programs and policies, save
money and fulfill our duty of care. And that finally gives us the tools to
adjust the dials to optimize for a great traveler experience and cost savings.

A pillar of our business-focused investment includes a new Travel
Management Company (TMC) Relations Team to support TMC
partnerships. This Team will provide you a dedicated Account
Manager, a single point of contact for all waiver and favors, Customer
escalations, policy questions, and ongoing Southwest channel
education. To connect with our TMC Relations Team, please email
TMCRelations-DG@wnco.com.
Additionally, with a commitment to provide you content through
your channel of choice, we are partnering with both Travelport and
Amadeus to bring industry-standard GDS participation by mid-year
2020. You’ll have more convenient access to our everyday low fares,
no hidden fees, and simple contracts, with the ability to book, ticket,
change, modify, and cancel reservations. Southwest will continue its
current basic booking partnership with Sabre through 2020.

Join me in exploring a whole new era of corporate travel management that
brings the best of the TMC together with a state-of-the-art online booking
tool to deliver the ultimate win-win-win: A win for travelers with a best-inclass business travel experience. A win for finance leaders with complete
spend visibility and control. And a win for you, the travel manager, now
empowered to build the corporate travel program of your dreams.

Southwest Business is proud to sponsor The Beat Research report
on the evolving relationships between travel buyers and travel
management companies. Together, we have much to look forward
to this year, and partnering with you to take the work out of business
travel tops our list. To learn more, visit Southwest.com/AboutBusiness.

We at TripActions look forward to helping you seize travel as a strategic
lever for culture and growth.

Sincerely,

Safe travels.

Thomas Tuchscherer
CFO
TripActions
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WELCOME

Dear Travel Partners,

Dear Travel Industry Professionals,

At Radisson Hotel Group, we strive to make Every Moment Matter
by being a true host and helpful partner. That’s why we’re pleased to
sponsor this The Beat Research about the relationship between travel
management companies and their clients, which is the foundation of
managed travel programs.

UATP is committed to working with the travel community to navigate
the opportunities and challenges facing the travel buying process. We
appreciate the valuable role that travel management companies play
in orchestrating an efficient and successful corporate travel program.
The many contributions to this research report will help fellow industry
members discover new solutions to enhance relationships between
suppliers and buyers that can ultimately reshape a corporate client’s
travel program.

Our global sales teams are dedicated to being the best partner in
helping you reach your overall travel program goals. With a growth
in dynamic rate programs we have enriched our global chainwide
program, including new flexible savings levels, Radisson Rewards
status upgrades, optimized reports for savings and compliance and
locations worldwide with Safe Hotels certification.
Our innovative technology solutions are built for and exclusive to our
brands. The new, cloud-based, single technology platform known as
“EMMA” is in the pilot phase and due to move to general rollout in
2020. The EMMA technology is driven to provide a more personalized
guest experience, with more options for loyalty members to redeem
points and products during their stay, deliver a cost advantage, and
help to optimize savings.
Our vision is to be the company of choice for guests, owners and
investors, and talent. Whenever a guest plans a trip, an investor or
owner considers a partner, or someone searches for a hospitality
position, we want them to think of Radisson Hotel Group first.
We’re here to help you build upon your unique strengths and thrive!

To assist with improving corporate travel buyer programs, UATP
provides clients with payment solutions that maximize control and
savings. Travel buyers are able to manage corporate spend in less time
and receive detailed reports for all air and rail travel through UATP’s
cutting-edge transaction portal, DataMine®.
At UATP we realize that travel buyers equipped with the latest travel
management solutions have more successful and efficient travel
programs. This leads to happier and more productive business
travelers. That’s why UATP is proud to sponsor this research report
on TMC Structure, Sourcing and Satisfaction. We hope you use this
research to gain a better understanding of the evolving relationships
between travel buyers and travel management companies, and to
transform your travel program.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Ross Hosking
Vice President of Sales & Distribution
Radisson Hotel Group
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Ralph A. Kaiser
President & CEO
UATP
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STRUCTURE,
SOURCING,
SATISFACTION

T

ravel management companies are crucial
allies to organizations that manage travel.
Taking on many roles from the tactical
to the strategic, TMCs regularly act as travel
enablers, assisting with planning and booking
travel, processing reservations, fulfilling transactions and supporting travelers in-trip—whether
through human or digital means. TMCs report,
analyze and consolidate the data and business
information that illuminate travel management.
They implement core travel technologies in the
realms of booking, mobile capability and reporting, whether through proprietary or partner solutions. They can assist in the formulation, implementation and enforcement of travel policy, and
serve as key players in traveler risk management
and security. They regularly lend support in supplier negotiations and relationships, and act as
a gateway to the supplier content users demand.
Given the range of roles TMCs play, and the diversity of managed travel clients, the composition of
these relationships vary widely.
More than three years ago, The Beat surveyed
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160 travel managers to assess the structure of
and satisfaction with their TMC relationships, and
the frequency and manner in which they bid for
TMC services. The Beat in the fourth quarter of
2019 fielded a follow-up survey of 177 corporate
travel buyer respondents with at least $500,000
in 2018 U.S.-booked air spending. The Beat
supplemented these statistical findings with interviews with agency execs, consultants and buyers.
Among findings, transaction fees still dominate
agency pricing, despite experimentation with
other models. Further, price competition among
TMCs is fierce.
The request-for-proposals process of sourcing
TMCs remains relevant and is as rigorous as ever.
Yet, considering it fills some buyers and agencies
with dread, alternative models are in play.
Meanwhile, more buyers express satisfaction
than dissatisfaction with their primary TMC, and a
plurality see service levels improving. Among drivers
of satisfaction, buyers place high value on human
service, data management and content access,
among other product and service attributes.
Structure, Sourcing, Satisfaction / January 2020

STRUCTURE
Try as some might, the industry can’t shake transactional
pricing. There have been flirtations with per-traveler

Transaction Fees Still Rule TMC Pricing
What is the primary way your organization
compensates your TMC for agency services?

subscriptions, dalliances with no-fee models and a slightly
more successful but light embrace of “cost-plus,” or
management fee, arrangements. Yet, transaction pricing still
dominates the TMC sphere.
In fact, when The Beat surveyed 160 travel managers
in August 2016, more than 80 percent had adopted a
per-transaction pricing structure—and it’s a similar story for
the 177 corporate travel buyers responding to The Beat’s
October-December 2019 follow-on survey.

Per-transaction fees
Monthly,

quarterly or annual
management fees

Incentives, based

on travel program
savings

8%
6%

83%

3%

Other

When airlines in the mid-1990s began draining agencies’
Olympic-size revenue pool of base commissions, business
travel agencies began transforming into travel management
companies. They shifted to charging corporate clients for

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 177 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume

services. Often, that took the form of a fee for each airline
ticket issued.
This model marches on, though the very definition of

He oversees the mega TMC’s relationships with its largest
multinational clients and prospects in that region. “It’s very

“transaction,” as well as how fees are priced and the services

trackable, and it’s an easy unit to use and make everybody

they encompass, can land on a spectrum from no-frills and

in the room feel comfortable. That’s why it’s still around.”

dirt cheap to all-inclusive, high-touch and high-service. Where

Amex GBT’s Reimer said transaction fees and

this fee lands, of course, is subject to agreement between

management fees are the most common models, “but the

TMC and client. It is highly variable, to say the least.

transaction fee is the predominant model by a significant

Buyers, consultants and agency execs say transactional

factor.” Respondents to The Beat’s 2019 survey bear this

pricing persists because, well, it works. Transaction-

out, with 8 percent, a distant second, reporting the adoption

based pricing gives clients a pay-as-you-use model that

of a monthly, quarterly or annual management fee structure.

can be clearly defined in contracts. Transactions can be

Areka Consulting managing partner for the Americas

counted, independently verified and audited. They’re

Louise Miller said a “true management fee is a percent

priced in a predictable way, which is good for forecasting

of sales,” but called such structures uncommon and

and budgeting—both at the agency and the client level.

conflicting, given the interest of the buyer in curbing travel

For corporate sourcing departments, transactional pricing

expenses and that of the agency, which would have an

gives a unit of comparison to assess competing offers.

incentive to grow them. While they are used interchangeably,

Transactions present a “clean expense and reconciliation

she prefers the term “cost-plus.” Clients deploying this

model,” said American Express Global Business Travel SVP

model pay TMC operating costs and overhead to serve the

and GM of the Americas David Reimer. This is particularly

account plus an agreed-upon profit for services. These fees

important to companies that don’t have a central budget for

are negotiated at regular intervals, perhaps annually, and are

travel management services. With per-transaction fees, travel

settled at agreed-upon times, perhaps quarterly or monthly.

management costs are dispersed across the company and

Some deployments call for an open book on all supplier and

incurred by users.

intermediary revenue a TMC earns on the account.

“Transaction fees make a lot of sense,” said CWT VP
of global program solutions for EMEA Michael Valkevich.
RESEARCH

Meanwhile, very few respondents have deployed the
savings/incentive model, through which agencies are
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compensated based on actions they take to reduce or

is getting a great deal and the latter is getting ripped off.

optimize client T&E spend. It’s a similar story with TMC

It’s more likely that clients with these wildly different fee

subscriptions in which agencies charge clients based on,

structures have different requirements, not to mention

say, per-employee, per-month usage.

different cost/revenue profiles for their TMCs. Several

Miller said the subscription model may work for

consultants and agencies noted that price competition is

companies new to managing travel and TMC relationships,

strong, as highly competitive TMCs collide with cost-minded

but for established programs that have been using

procurement professionals.

transaction fees, it would “wreak havoc on cost centers.”

If there’s a rule of thumb, it’s that online-originating
transactions cost less than those that require a phone call,

DON’T EVEN BOTHER TO COMPARE

email or other “touch” by an offline agent.

Not all transactions are created equal. Nor are transaction

In The Beat’s survey, the average fee for an online U.S.

fees. A transaction fee usually covers the travel booking,

point-of-sale transaction untouched by a travel agent came

mid-office automation—like quality control, file finishing

in under $8. The average fee for a U.S. transaction made by

and document delivery—and back-office accounting and

phone was $25.20, according to the 130 travel managers

core data reporting. Some agencies include unused ticket

who disclosed transaction fees.

tracking. Others include basic account management,

“Transaction fees vary in terms of whether a client may

especially for smaller clients or those with lighter demands.

be paying a separate fee for client management or paying a

Should their demands grow more complex, account

separate fee for consulting resources, and also depending

management costs increase and may be separately priced.

on the level of VIP servicing that they have—whether they’re

Considering all that can be bundled or unbundled in a

in a hub servicing model or a local market model,” said

transaction fee and the variable TMC costs and revenues

Reimer. “What you’re trying to do is carve that down into

associated with individual corporate accounts, many, like

something that covers the cost of the program and also

Amex GBT’s Reimer, bristle at the notion of “average”

allows a TMC to make a profit.”

transaction fees.

One newer TMC entrant, TripActions, has a transactional

“When you go out there and start comparing transaction
fees, you’re going to get a bad answer,” Reimer said.

model, but on a per-trip basis. Quoted at $25 per
transaction, TripActions’ fee remains the same whether a

Some agencies put forth a $0 fee—a misnomer if ever

booking is made online or offline, whether it includes lodging

there was one. Some respondents to The Beat’s survey

and ground transportation as well as airfare, or whether the

disclosed transaction fees that surpass $50 for each offline

traveler reaches out for assistance in-trip.

transaction. It’s not necessarily the case that the former

CWT has seen all colors of the rainbow, from transaction-

Average TMC Transaction Fees
What is the average per-transaction fee your organization pays your
primary TMC to book an airline ticket from the U.S. point of sale?
By telephone

$25.20

Online with agent assistance
Online without agent
assistance

$18.01
$7.84

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 130 corporate travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume
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We’re improving our participation
to increase your productivity.
To make it easier to get what you love about Southwest® Business, we are increasing
our participation in the Global Distribution System. Along with our growing sales
Team dedicated to your needs, we’re making our everyday low fares, no hidden fees,
and simple contracts more convenient for your business.

GDS
Learn more at
Southwest.com/
AboutBusiness.

Beat, AmTrav president Craig Fichtelberg bemoaned the

Off-Site Agents Dominate Offline
Support Structure

“decades-old fee-per-transaction pricing model where

What best describes how travel agents support
your organization?

travelers are required to pay a fee every time they contact
the TMC.” He argued the model discourages travelers from
wanting to use the TMC, which he wrote is in neither the
company’s nor the TMC’s best interests.

Off-site,

designated or
shared travel
agents

Off-site,

11%

AmTrav, which operates proprietary booking technology,

32%

7%

a software-as-a-service-like subscription service and even
has a no-fee proposition for smaller accounts that includes

dedicated
travel agents

access to its booking system, 24/7 contact by phone or chat
and basic reporting, but minimal hand-holding and few

On-site dedicated

policy management bells and whistles.

travel agents

Other

supports the transactional model, but it also has offered

51%

Another TMC with homegrown booking tech, U.K.-based
Click Travel, also has a free offering for small businesses.
Last year, it entered the subscription scene with an all-

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 161 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume

you-can-book annual plan. This features capabilities not
included in Click’s free web tool, such as the ability to
implement policy, synch bookings to calendars, create pre-

based pricing in which “everything’s included: if I refund the
ticket, if I exchange the ticket—there’s a lot of stuff baked

trip approvals and access custom reporting.
Pricing model experimentation isn’t limited to TMCs with

into that,” Valkevich said. “On the other hand, you might

proprietary technology. Several years ago, Lincoln, Neb.-

have some extremely Microsoft Excel-driven procurement

based TMC Executive Travel launched a no-fee option for

organization where they signed with the lowest transaction

online-originating transactions. The catch: Clients that

fee ever, and you strip everything out. You sell that air

took the deal had to source all hotels through the agency

segment, and there’s absolutely nothing else in there.”

to generate a revenue stream that would fund online

In addition to services covered by a transaction fee,

fulfillment, online booking tool fees and some profit margin.

many TMCs have a suite of unbundled offerings. TMCs may

Since then, company chairman Steve Glenn has set his

charge separately for access to select technologies, custom

sights on “zero/zero:” $0 in fees for online bookings and $0

tech development, consulting, supplier sourcing support and

for offline bookings.

richer data management capabilities, among others.
“You do have centrally billed things that add value to the

Last year, the TMC began developing a financial model
tied to client revenue performance, blockchain-based

overall program, whether that be consulting or reporting

contracting to govern deals and data access that gives

capability or different products,” said Amex GBT’s Reimer.

transparency to each side.

“Some of those go to more of a product-based level versus a
transaction fee.”
TMCs also may charge one-time setup charges for setting

Even TMCs that earn most of their keep through clientpaid transaction fees also get supplier and intermediary
revenues, including hotel commissions, global distribution

up a single sign-on, pulling in an HR feed or establishing a

system incentives and airline overrides. Clients’ contractual

new data feed with a third-party software provider.

relationships with those suppliers and intermediaries affect
whether and to what extent the TMC or client hangs onto

HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?
While it has plenty of adherents, transactional pricing also
has its detractors. In a December 2019 op-ed for The
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those revenue streams.
With its no-fee model, Executive Travel has focused on
optimizing that revenue bucket, with the client’s buy-in.
Structure, Sourcing, Satisfaction / January 2020

proposition, and offline support structures remain a building

“Even though it’s zero/zero, it has to be profitable, and

block of TMC service configuration.

of course, the profits come from hotels, GDSs and other

For the most part, the agents that serve corporate

ancillaries,” Glenn told The Beat in early 2019.

accounts have migrated off-site—away from client-owned

How can a TMC thrive on that? Glenn’s approach is
“performance-based pricing.” This means the more revenue

office locations and into call centers, hub offices hosted by a

a client generates in intermediary and supplier revenue for

TMC or, increasingly, home-based locations.

the TMC, the lower its fees go—all the way down to “zero/

A 51 percent majority of respondents to The Beat’s

zero.” Indeed, Glenn said the model could even go subzero,

survey primarily use off-site designated or shared travel

meaning revenue sharing or client rebates.

agents. Designated typically means agents that are trained

“We think the model of the future will be performance-

to serve a particular corporate account, but also may serve

based,” he said. “It’s saying to a corporate customer: ‘Your

other clients and may be supplemented by non-designated

pricing is based on what your consumption is, the type of

agents. A call center or shared setup is a pool of agents in

consumption and the performance on the revenue it can

an off-site location that serve a variety of a TMC’s accounts.
Among respondents, 32 percent primarily use off-site

generate.’ ”

dedicated travel agents. Miller said marketplace definitions

A full reliance on supplier revenue with no client fees
may be an extreme setup, but it’s illustrative. Even for

can get a little squishy, but she regards a “truly dedicated

adherents of transactional pricing, Areka’s Miller said TMC

setup” as when the client pays for the labor and uses the

pricing “is extremely competitive. When customers source

agent exclusively.

or renegotiate, the prices tend to go down. The reason, as I

Some companies can justify the headcount and overhead.

see it, is the other revenues are increasing for TMCs.” And,

Yet, overreliance on this mode, Miller said, often is not

when it comes to airline overrides, GDS incentives and hotel

optimal, considering the peaks and valleys of demand for

commissions, the agency in most cases keeps the revenue,

contacting an agent.
The on-site setup, in which the TMC’s agents work at a

according to survey respondents.

corporate client’s office location, is the primary configuration

AGENTS ASSIST

for 7 percent of respondents.

The share of transactions originating online continues to

“There are less and less on-sites today,” Travel Incorporated

grow. Yet, travel agents remain a key part of the TMC value

SVP of business development and marketing Tracie Carillo said.

Most TMCs Keep Supplier, Intermediary Revenue Streams
Which party keeps the following revenue streams?
Agency

My Company

Airline overrides and/or commissions

Shared

Don’t Know

57%

Hotel commissions

54%

Car rental commissions

54%

Global distribution system incentives

61%

Not Applicable

24% 7%
23%

9%

3%

11% 6% 6%

25% 6% 6% 9%
14% 8%

12% 6%

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 161 corporate travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume.
Some totals do not add up to 100 percent due to rounding.
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and putting more markets in the hands of fewer service

Most Go Solo With TMC Partner
With how many travel management companies
worldwide does your company have a contract
for managed travel services?

providers. “I don’t see that going backwards,” she said.
She estimated that three-quarters of the 200 largest corporate
travel accounts in the world are at least 80 percent consolidated
with one, maybe two, TMCs. Some of these companies have

52%

1

21%

2
3
4
5 or more

9%
7%
11%

“outlier” markets, she said, where local providers may be a
better fit. India and China came to her mind.
As for fast-growing companies that may have less-mature
travel programs but sizable travel spend, “a lot of these
companies are going global from the very beginning,” said
Miller.
Among respondents, 21 percent hold contracts with
two TMCs, while 9 percent held contracts with three and 7
percent had four.

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 177 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume

In some cases, Miller said, consolidation may be a
program goal, but an acquisition of a company in another
market put another service provider in their stable.

“We still have them. We still provide them.”
In practice, many companies use some sort of hybrid.

respondents have contractual relationships with at least five

They may have designated agents during the day, but

TMCs worldwide. These companies might hold a “best-

supplement that with after-hours call-center support. They

in-market” approach or give leeway to regional or national

may have a shared pool of agents serving the masses, but

divisions to work with partners of their choosing.

a special VIP desk with designated agents that focus on
executive travelers.

There are critics of forcing the consolidated TMC
structure. They argue that even the biggest TMCs rely

There’s much to consider, said Miller, and answers to

on local partners or affiliates in some markets that may

these questions will greatly impact the price of service. Will

use different technology or reporting systems and offer

the client accept offshore travel agents? Does the client want

inconsistent service from the brand owner.

dedicated agents that work only on the account, or will a call
center work?
The combinations can get dizzying. One respondent said
the company has “two on-site and eight off-site” agents.
Another wrote it has “two dedicated VIP and a team of six

Amex GBT, which is the largest TMC provider in the world,
in recent years added more owned markets into its already
sizable global positioning through its 2018 acquisition of
HRG and some tuck-ins since.
“In the last year, we probably consolidated more volume

designated.” Another wrote of “off-site dedicated plus one

than we ever had,” said Amex GBT’s Reimer. He said

on-site twice a week.”

customers are looking for more consistency in the employee

Yet another respondent simply commented: “We book
ourselves.”

LESS IS MORE
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On the other end of the spectrum, 11 percent of

experience, and want to strip out the complexity and cost of
managing multiple vendors.

Just over half of survey respondents indicated they have

SOURCING

one contract with a single TMC provider for managed

Nearly half of the travel buyer respondents to The Beat’s survey

travel services worldwide. While some of these companies

indicated their current TMC deal lasts for three years, the most

may operate only in their home country, Areka’s Miller

common term length. Not surprisingly, three years also is the

said multinationals are trending toward TMC consolidation

most typical interval when corporate travel buyers bid for TMC
Structure, Sourcing, Satisfaction / January 2020

services, as is the case for around one-third of respondents.
Typically, larger multinationals with more mature, complex
programs have bigger barriers to change TMCs than do their
smaller brethren and, especially if they prefer to consolidate
business with one global partner, a smaller pool of qualified

Such programs may hold regular status checks with their
agency, perhaps with an option to extend the contract on the
same terms or adjust them.
If the first questions are whether and how frequently to
bid, then the next is how to go about it.

TMCs to choose from.
“We haven’t seen large corporations gain an interest in

RFP: A REQUEST FOR PAIN?

swapping out something like a TMC on a two-year, three-year

“You mention ‘TMC RFP,’ and people roll their eyes and sigh

horizon,” said CWT’s Valkevich. “It seems to be more than five

and all that stuff,” said Caroline Strachan, managing partner

years most of the time, just because it’s a great deal of work.”

of travel management consultancy Festive Road.
“It is painful on both sides,” said Steris Corp. senior

Some companies issue requests for proposals for
their TMC business at regular intervals as a matter of

manager of global meetings and travel Karoline Medancic.

course—sometimes by executive dictum. Citing the heavy

And for those buyers required by executive leaders to bid

involvement of procurement, Travel Incorporated’s Carillo

at a regular, recurring frequency: “even worse,” Medancic

said for many organizations, “it’s important to go out to bid

added while addressing TMC sourcing at a 2019 Association

periodically, to check the box and see what’s out there and

of Corporate Travel Executives conference.

see what competitive pricing and servicing is available.”
Others choose to bid “only when necessary,” as one buyer

Festive Road on its site calls the TMC RFP a “necessary
but time-consuming” endeavor that fills “both sides of the
negotiating table with dread.”

respondent noted.
“We’ve had our current TMC 10 years and haven’t held a

“For buyers, the RFP process takes months out of their

bid,” wrote another travel manager. Another noted TMC bid

lives, and other projects and program maintenance can grind

frequency “varies based on happiness with performance” of

to a halt,” according to the consulting firm. “From a TMC

the incumbent. On that note, one respondent, who has been

perspective, the RFP process rarely allows them to shine.”

“very pleased” with the current provider, hasn’t solicited a

Strachan said the first question she asks a client is why
they want to explore the TMC market. It’s important, she

bid in 15 years.

said, to understand if they’re unhappy with their incumbent,
if the procurement organization requires a bid or if they’re

Most Bid For TMC Services Every
Three Or Five Years

just shopping for a lower price.
“What tends to happen is the buyer will come to us

How often does your organization bid for TMC
services?

consuming RFP road, Strachan advises companies first

6%

assess “if the relationship can be rescued. We have a process

34%

Every 3 years
Every 4 years
Every 5 years
Other

another one?’ ” Strachan said.
Yet, before going down the dreadful, painful and time-

Every year 3%
Every 2 years

saying, ‘My TMC is not performing. Can you help us choose

6%

that we take people through. It’s like a relationship audit.”
Sometimes such TMC marriage counseling ends in divorce.
Other time it gives the relationship a much-needed spark.
Areka Consulting’s Miller said sophisticated buyers are

23%

aware of the RFP’s time and cost burden for buyer and TMC

28%

alike. Those buyers increasingly take a more “thoughtful”
approach before going full-steam RFP, she said. Indeed,

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 155 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume
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a lot of her corporate engagements on the matter end in
tweaking the relationship with the current provider, rather
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Three-Year TMC Deals Are Most Common
For how long was the term of your current TMC
contract with your primary provider?

indicator of a successful program.”

3 years

45%

4 years 5%

Open-ended term

a time when you go out to bid and your potential suppliers
reputation that you’re just doing it for price, and cost isn’t an

10%

5+ years

do it every three years and you don’t change, there will be
are going to say, ‘I’m not going to bid.’ Now, you have the

1 year 6%
2 years

“Change is expensive and RFPs are expensive,” said
Medancic. “If you’re just going out there to bid, and you

Menkes proposed to “make the RFP a follow-up to getting
to know each other ahead of time, not just simply filling out
a form, doing an arbitrary scorecard, where many of the

19%
17%

contributors don’t know enough about travel to know what a
touched transaction is, and then pick a partner on anything
but price.”
When companies do issue an RFP, “It’s getting longer,”

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 155 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume.
Some totals do not add up to 100 percent due to rounding.

said Amex GBT’s Reimer. “The process is very detailed and
very thorough, and the level of professionalism is very high.”
“We’re getting more and more RFPs that are lengthier and

than going into a longwinded TMC sourcing exercise. Similar

lengthier and lengthier, many with over 200 questions, and

to Strachan, Miller urged “analysis before RFP.”

many of them ask the same question three different ways,”
vented one TMC exec to The Beat, speaking on the condition

TO BID OR NOT TO BID
Before he joined BCD Travel in 2018 as SVP global client

of anonymity. “They’re sending it out to eight to 10 TMCs.”
Menkes urged buyers to make TMC responses to an RFP

solutions, Andy Menkes spent years as first a corporate

the basis of the master services agreement that ultimately

travel buyer, then as a travel management consultant,

governs the relationship.

the kind that makes a living advising corporate clients on

“We actually have some instances where the RFP

TMC sourcing and conducting RFPs, giving him firsthand

response is the MSA,” Carillo said. “It does help with your

experience with all angles of the process.

security questions. It helps with your legal requirements. It

“The problem is when the client and the bidding TMC

helps with your service-level agreements. It helps with your

really don’t know each other very well,” he said at the ACTE

duty of care. If all the pieces that are important specifically

event. “It’s not a request for proposal; it’s a request for

to your company are included in that RFP, why would that

profile: How big is your company? How many staff do you

not be your contract?”

have? [In] what countries do you operate?”
In addition, some TMCs loathe the “blind RFP,” issued by

Short of an RFP, some bidders start with a request for

these if they sense it’s a rote procurement routine, a market

information, in which the bidder perhaps seeks to explore

price check or likely won’t result in a win.

competitor pricing or other attributes. Some buyers use

Several TMCs said they’ve become more selective in bidding,
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ANOTHER WAY?

prospects they’ve never encountered. Some refuse to bid on

e-procurement software. Some even conduct the process over

especially when it’s evident for whatever reason that “the

email. Some lean on RFP templates, such as one published

chance of winning is close to zero,” said Amex GBT’s Reimer.

by the Global Business Travel Association. Few agencies or

“We do not bid on RFPs if we don’t have a relationship

consultants recommend using these without modification.

with the customer or we have not understood that there’s

“There will be some companies who can do nothing other

a current level of dissatisfaction to some degree with their

than a very robust 112-page RFP that requires an audit trail

current contract. Full stop,” Carillo said.

because that’s how their organization works,” Strachan said.
Structure, Sourcing, Satisfaction / January 2020

Still, she proposes alternatives for companies whose culture
affords them.

One deployed the “full-blown RFP process,” with a 40-page
RFP that had 300 questions and a “deadline of two weeks,”

She said most TMCs can check the same RFP boxes

before shortlisting TMCs, undertaking a “best-and-final”

on their “core capabilities.” For these, Festive Road likes

review and selecting a provider. Along the way were reference

to use a “turbo RFP”— “where we would say, ‘Here are

checks with TMC clients and, of course, negotiations on the

50 statements that we believe is the core capability this

scope of service configuration and pricing.

customer requires. Can you deliver to their standards?’ And

The other client, previously with a large TMC for about

then you only have to say yes or no, but you don’t get to

20 years, tried an “alternative approach,” Barber said,

add extra text,” Strachan said. This, she said, can quickly

starting with “meet and greets” with several TMCs and a

“confirm the core capability” of a TMC prospect.

“collaboration meeting” with each.

In playing matchmaker between corporate and TMC,

“They had the research that they had done prior,” he

Strachan puts equal emphasis on “core capability” as on

said. “There was no formal RFP, and they narrowed it down

cultural alignment and commercial structure. A series of

to three” before selecting the winning bidder.

meetings and interactions can help assess these, she said.
At the ACTE conference, Egencia director of global sales

There still were reference checks and pricing discussions,
said Barber, but the process was shorter than the typical

Mike Barber painted a picture of two clients who deployed

RFP rigmarole, which other TMCs said can wind on from six

two diverging sourcing processes.

months to more than a year. Barber added: “They were able

Travel, Procurement Most Common Corporate Collaborators On TMC Selection
How involved are the following internal stakeholders in assisting with the selection of your
organization’s TMC?
Very Involved

Somewhat Involved

Not Very Involved

Not At All Involved

92% 4%

Travel manager/travel department

36%

Finance

13%

Human resources

12%
11%

26%
27%
23%
30%

27%

14%
19%
22%

26%
27%
30%

4%
5%

11% 1%

14%

24%

34%

16%

10%

20%

39%

17%

Budget holders/business unit
managers

Frequent travelers

38%

25%

Legal

Key geographic business leaders

15% 7%

63%

Procurement

Risk management/safety/security

Not Applicable

2%
6%
9%

30%

4%

33%

5%

25%

3%

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 155 corporate travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume.
Some totals do not add up to 100 percent due to rounding.
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to find out, from a cultural fit, whether an agency would be a

percent saw this relationship as unchanging, only 13 percent

good fit for them.”

indicated relationships deteriorated.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE

more out of their TMC relationship. They do. But what do

At many companies, it takes a village to select a TMC.

buyers value? What drives satisfaction?

This doesn’t mean buyers are complacent or don’t want

Beyond the travel department, which is the most

Among a list of a couple dozen common TMC service and

heavily involved, villagers can include stakeholders from

capability attributes offered to respondents to rate, the top

procurement, legal, finance and HR, among others.

three in order of importance comprise agent responsiveness,

In fact, 78 percent of respondents indicated their

traveler satisfaction delivery and data management capability.

company’s procurement department is either very or

The Beat also asked respondents, in open-ended fashion,

somewhat involved in TMC selection, and three-quarters said

to name one thing their TMC could do in the coming year

likewise about the finance department. About half indicated

to improve service. They urged a variety of actions. Though

risk management departments are similarly involved.

respondent needs vary greatly with corporate culture, travel

Amex GBT’s Reimer said he sees more internal
stakeholders coming into the mix on selecting travel services

volume, geographic reach and internal structure, some
common themes emerged.

providers, even if they’re not at the negotiating table. “The
back and forth and consulting within the business is a lot

A HUMAN TOUCH

more prevalent,” he said.

The basics never go out of style. Among service drivers most

Lululemon global travel and events manager Brooke Davis

valued by buyers, two that crack the top five, including the

said getting buy-in from multiple areas within the company

No. 1 rated, relate to a TMC’s human touch: professional

was essential to aligning the company’s travel management

and responsive agents who face the traveler as well as

goals and selecting its TMC partner when it went out to bid a

effective account managers who interact with the travel

few years ago.

manager. For all the talk of tech, for all the buzz around AI,

Lululemon’s “key stakeholder working group” included
procurement, finance, HR and risk management—“each

corporate travel buyers still value people skills.
While self-service, tech-based travel booking—whether

with their own particular lens and priorities of what was

web- or mobile-based—rises in stature, effective agents

going to be important in terms of rolling out a new global

and human support remain essential to the TMC service

partner effort,” she said. Its TMC sourcing endeavor also

proposition to travelers.

had “executive sponsorship from our CFO,” she said.

One buyer’s big TMC request in the next year: “ensuring
all agents are fully knowledgeable not only with booking

SATISFACTION

itineraries but understanding who their clients are when they

By and large, travel buyers are satisfied with their primary

and kind agents who know our policies and stay consistent.”

TMC. Asked to rate satisfaction on a scale of one to five,

call in.” Another asked for “designated, experienced, patient
Meanwhile, consultants and buyers have told The Beat that

26 percent rated their primary TMC at a five—indicating

account managers who know the client and collaboratively

they’re “very satisfied”—and another 45 percent ticked

help achieve goals and solve problems are essential. Bad

four, “satisfied.” There are some malcontents in the bunch,

account management has undone many partnerships.

but they’re in the minority, as 11 percent were “somewhat
dissatisfied” and 5 percent were “not at all satisfied” with

KEEP THE TRAVELER HAPPY

their TMC relationship.

“Traveler experience is definitely a rising [key performance

In many cases, these relationships are getting better. About
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indicator] versus just the savings and the cost avoidance,”

42 percent of respondents signaled overall improvements in

said Areka’s Miller. TMCs agree, and the buyer survey bears

the past 12 months with their primary TMC partner. While 45

this out: About 86 percent of respondents said traveler
Structure, Sourcing, Satisfaction / January 2020

Buyers Most Value Agents, Traveler Satisfaction And Data
How important is it for your TMC to deliver the following?
5 (Very important)

4

3

2

1(Not at all important)

Has professional/responsive agents
Delivers high traveler satisfaction

3%

85% 11%

Tracks and manages unused airline tickets
Has effective account managers
Provides comprehensive air, ground and
hotel content for travelers to book
Delivers travel program cost savings
Supports company-preferred suppliers
Provides timely information and support in the event of
natural disasters, political instability or violent attacks
Offers competitive pricing
Provides in-depth data analysis and business intelligence tools

Provides multiple ways to reach agents,
such as email, phone, chat and texting
Provides comprehensive international coverage and services

52%

Effectively assists in developing and enforcing travel policy

45%

Provides mobile applications for travelers
Enables support for and integration of
third-party technologies and/or startups

43%
38%

Supports pre-trip authorization/approval
Provides company with agency-sourced
travel supplier discounts

13%

28%

18%
21%

32%

30%

3%
2%
5%
4%
5%
4%
1%

14%

23% 5% 2%

36%

24%
18%

15% 8%

21% 10%

17%

28%
22%

24%

31%

35%

Provides hotel shopping and re-booking services

16%

27%

48%

Provides traveler tracking services for risk management

Helps manage meetings

86% 11%

4%
3%
1%
79%
17%
1%
1%
78% 15%
5%
1%
74%
18% 7% 1%
19% 7% 1%
72%
1%
1%
71%
23%
5%
5%
1%
70%
23%
2%
1%
69%
25%
1%
5%
68%
23% 7% 3%
2%
59%
28% 9% 2%
3%
56%
25% 11%
5%

Provides accurate, timely travel data on my program

Provides proprietary booking technology

87% 9%

3%
1%
1%

20% 9% 11%
27% 11%

16%

22%

16%

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 151 corporate travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume.
Some totals do not add up to 100 percent due to rounding.
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satisfaction delivery is a very important element of the TMC

deliver to travelers—whether online or offline, whether via

relationship, second-most in importance after skilled agents.

their agents or through proprietary or third-party tech.

The importance of travel agent responsiveness addresses

Net Promoter Score, or NPS, and Customer Satisfaction

one side of this equation. Technology is a driver as well, and

Score, or CSAT, are customer satisfaction metrics

an increasingly important touchpoint for the traveler. One

increasingly measured and managed by TMCs. Often, they

key request from a buyer respondent was “better technology

glean traveler insights through quick online surveys, often

to assist travelers both in booking and obtaining service

at the end of a trip, to assess their perceptions. AmTrav,

during trips.”

Christopherson Business Travel, Fox World Travel, Gant

Indeed, TMCs are focusing more on the experience they

Travel Management and TripActions are just a short list of
TMCs with formal processes around NPS measurement.

TMC Relationships, For Better Or Worse
How has your relationship with your primary
TMC changed in the past 12 months?

NPS and customer satisfaction measures are “hugely
important” to CWT, CEO Kurt Ekert said in an August
2019 interview. He expects NPS and CSAT to increasingly
resonate with corporate clients, perhaps someday
supplementing or even overtaking traditional service-level

Improved
42%

agreements. After all, he said, if you’re taking care of the
traveler and “you get a good CSAT score or you get a good
NPS score, presumably, on average, you’ve met your SLAs.”

Worsened 13%

He added: “The metric that’s historically in our contracts is
SLA performance—‘Do you answer your phones on time?’—
that sort of thing,” he said. “That’s important. It speaks to the

Stayed the same
45%

operational performance of the team. But the traveler may
not care if you answer the phone on time if you don’t do it
well. So, we measure things like NPS, customer satisfaction,

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 152 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume

[Customer] Loyalty Index and some others. When we meet
with the board quarterly, they’re far more interested in what
I call those e-commerce type statistics around the traveler.

TMCs Keep The Customer Satisfied (Mostly)

That’s where we want to take the clients, as well.”

Overall, how satisfied are you with your
primary TMC?

DEMANDING DATA
You can’t manage what you can’t measure, and travel

Satisfied
Neutral
Somewhat

buyers perennially demand quality data from TMCs.

13%

Very satisfied

26%

11%

Among respondents, 85 percent of respondents indicated
“accurate, timely travel data” as a “very important” element
of the TMC value proposition—the third-most important

5%

attribute rated in the survey.

dissatisfied

In open-ended responses, quite a few respondents sought

Not at all satisfied

improvements to “data integrity” or “data accuracy” or

45%

simply asked for “better reporting.”
Some sophisticated buyers want data feeds from their TMC
to populate their own business intelligence tools. Many others

SOURCE: The Beat October-December 2019 survey of 155 corporate
travel buyers with at least $500,000 in 2018 U.S.-booked air volume
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lean on the TMC as a primary source of travel data, tapping
tools each TMC offers for reporting, mining, visualizing or
Structure, Sourcing, Satisfaction / January 2020

interpreting travel data. Some buyers demand their TMC
serve as data consolidator, bringing in payment, expense and
other sources to extract their cumulative insights.
TMCs long have served up backward-looking data on past
travel patterns and spending, and many now look forward
with predictive and prescriptive analytics capabilities. Many
TMCs also are enhancing and broadening the way they
present information, from data visualization layers to voiceenabled bot-based interactions.

CONTENT, THE KING
The TMC and online booking tool combo remain an
important storefront for corporate travelers to shop and
book air, lodging and ground transportation. A store is only
as good as what’s on the shelves. Buyers demand robust

METHODOLOGY
The Beat invited qualified travel buyers to complete
an online survey in October, November and December
2019. To better reflect managed travel programs,
findings exclude results from companies that spent
less than $500,000 in 2018 on airfares from the U.S.
point of sale. Respondents identifying themselves as
consultants, travel agency representatives or other
suppliers also were excluded. Of the 177 corporate
travel buyers whose quantitative responses were
included, 22.6 percent spent between $500,000 and
$2 million on airfares from the U.S. point of sale in
calendar year 2018; 41.8 percent had U.S.-booked air
volume greater than $2 million and up to $12 million;
13.6 percent had volume greater than $12 million
and up to $20 million; and 22 percent had U.S.booked air volume of more than $20 million.

access to “comprehensive air, ground and hotel content for
travelers to book,” and this attribute is “very important” to
74 percent of respondents.
In recent years, TMCs have been busy supplementing
GDS hotel inventory with online travel agency and other rates
via partnerships with aggregators.
On the airline side, many carriers are migrating to
update the connectivity between their systems and third-

Not every respondent answered all questions, and
each chart in this study indicates the total number of
qualified travel buyer respondents for that question.
The Beat supplemented these statistical findings by
interviewing travel management company executives,
travel managers, procurement professionals and consultants. As with all editorial undertakings, The Beat
developed, conducted and produced this research
project with complete editorial independence.

party channels like agencies through the New Distribution
Capability. At the dawn of 2020, NDC-based content in
the corporate travel sector is flowing at a trickle, but the

PRODUCED BY

endeavor could upend legacy connections, deliver richer
content and support more tailored corporate airline options.
Some TMCs have built their own direct connections to tap
NDC-based application programming interfaces airlines have
built, but most are deferring to GDSs or other aggregators to
build the plumbing to tap NDC.
Asked what the TMC could do to improve the relationship,
one buyer touched on one long-lived theme in travel
management: “Enable full content for airfare searches so
our travelers don’t have to look outside of our travel booking
website.” As some carriers, especially in Europe, have
deployed NDC in a way that fragments content access for
travel buyers, this theme is as important as ever.
One buyer urged his or her preferred agency to be “proactive
with air changes like NDC,” and yet another urged an
“innovative mindset around future solutions like NDC.” Wrote

RESEARCH
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another: “Be ready for NDC.” 
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